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Coming next issue

The psychological theory of the
association of ideas receives one

of its strongest confirmations in
the editorial plan for our Novem
ber issue. When we were thinking
of this issue back in those super
heated and super-humid days of
last Summer, we thought of No
vember and we thought of Thanks
giving, we thought of Thanksgiv
ing and we thought of New Eng
land—and of entertaining. So we
built our issue around two sugges
tions that all of our readers will
surely be interested in. The lead
ing article will present to you an
unusual story of those famous New
England handcrafts. The other
feature in November will be eight
pages on entertaining in the holi
day season of 1943.

New England handcrafts

Our faithful readers will well re

member the series of regional
issues which House & Garden in

augurated with Williamsburg in
D D

November 1937 and continued
with Charleston, the Deep South,
Pennsylvania Dutch and the
Southern Highlands, to mention
only a few.

We are continuing the series in
November with eight pages on
carefully selected handcrafts of
New England which are to be ex
hibited at the Worcester, Massa
chusetts, Museum at the time our
issue goes on sale. The material
has been in the course of prepara
tion for three months and we have
covered many of the towns and
most of the county fairs of New
England in order to make the in
formation as complete as possible.
These handcrafts combine tradi
tional methods with creative de
sign. The craftsmanship is old, the
themes are entirely new, the sum
total is fascinating.

Entertaining 1943

Also in November we bring you
three full pages of photographs of
attractive tables in color and nine
unusual centerpieces illustrated in
full color which anyone can make
from materials available today.
They are inexpensive, they are
practical and they are of outstand
ing beauty. We wish we had a lit
tle more space to even hint at a
few oftheother outstanding things
inour November issue. We canonly
suggest that if you are a newsstand
buyer you put in your reservation
with the news dealer now.

Back the attack with War Bonds.
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